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The challenges the horticulture industry face – commercial,
environmental, and political – continue to rise.
That’s why we’re dedicated to designing and delivering the most advanced, efficient and
effective LED lighting solutions for commercial growers worldwide.
These solutions are manufactured to the highest quality standards to provide long-lasting,
best-in-class horticultural lighting. Our technology is specifically engineered to solve the
challenging and complex needs of growers to:
•
•
•
•
•

Minimize energy consumption
Increase productivity
Reduce environmental impact
Finance investment with minimum capital outlay
All whilst vastly improving the quality and application of grow lighting

That’s not all. We’re an innovation and knowledge hub. One that’s here to educate and
guide you on how advanced LED lighting can help you meet your specific needs.

What we’ll bring you
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•

Our vast global knowledge, expertise, and proven record of success across
the horticultural sector, in all locations and climates.

•

A solution and design-driven approach from retrofit projects to greenfield
solutions.

•

We make continued investment in product development – to ensure we’ve got
the experience and flexibility to meet your demands.

•

A team you can trust. Because we’ve designed and delivered thousands of global
lighting solutions. Who else can say that?

•

Exceptional customer support 24/7 whenever and wherever you need it.

•

A network of qualified installers around the world, to deliver turnkey projects,
on time and on budget, with the highest level of workmanship.

•

Quality control and traceability, certification and fast delivery times thanks
to our European facilities.

Find out more: midstreamlighting.com or call +44 (0) 207 584 8310
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The Hyperion Series

Features and benefits of the Hyperion Series:

Overview

Efficient:
The Hyperion fixtures are engineered to be highly efficient in terms of transforming energy
into light (up to 3.8 µmol/j ).

Working with future-facing global experts in the world of
horticulture, Midstream engineered a flexible, precise and
energy efficient LED lighting solution.

Versatile
Wide Range of available spectra
and endless customisation
possibility to fulfil grower’s needs
for every crop in every location.

Midstream’s proven, proprietary active air-cooling system (MACS) delivers superior thermal
management of the fixture and LEDs and creates further efficiencies:

Performing

•

Active cooling means Hyperion’s heat sink is designed to be significantly smaller which
uses less material, creating a lower shading profile and reduces the overall fixture weight.

•

This superior thermal management means the Hyperion LEDs run at low temperatures,
increasing their efficiency and extending their life-span.

•

Vertical warm air system. As an option, the expelled warmed air from the cooling system
can be directed downwards, towards the crop, creating increased air circulation and
a blanket of warmed air that reduces the need for greenhouse heating, thereby further
increasing the efficiency of the total system.

Superior thermal management
technologies allow for market
leading light output and stable
spectrum.

Flexible:
Hyperion’s modular fixture design allows for a wide range of different light intensities, spectra
and mounting configurations:

Practical
Slim body for low
shadowing, lightweight
for ease of installation
and bespoke hardware
mounting options to fit
any space.

Flexible
Can be equipped with
integrated or remote drivers,
allowing the user to place the
power supplies in the most
convenient location for easy
access and maintenance.

Precise

•

Secondary optics with
square footprint
distribution optimised
to illuminate crops
without wasting energy
elsewhere.

Light outputs from 1200 – 4200 micromoles/s to suit any project requirement – from
replacement of existing HPS/SON-T lamps with huge energy savings or the addition of
significantly more light for the same power as HPS/SON-T.

•

Proven spectra for different crops and endless customisation possibilities to fulfil grower’s
needs for every crop in every location.

•

Driver mounting can be integrated or remote allowing customers to place the power
supplies in the most convenient location for easy installation, access and maintenance.

•

Plug & play easy installation using pre-wired connectors to integrate with new power
supply cabling or re-use existing HPS/SON-T cables and connectors.

Durable

Precise:

Waterproof and built with
corrosion resistant anodised
aluminium and polyester
coated stainless steel.

Hyperion is designed to maximise value and minimise wastage with the most advanced range
of optical lenses and control systems:
•

Optical lenses. Midstream’s vast experience in designing its proprietary secondary optics
for challenging environments means that light is distributed more uniformly than any other
greenhouse grow light and only where it’s needed.
Spanning over 5m between rows of fixtures, Hyperion deliver over 90% uniformity
from just 1.5m below the fixture with special optics to prevent light spilling outside the
greenhouse walls or onto greenhouse paths.
Whether the crop is grown high-wire or in soil/on tables/in a moving gutter system, etc,
light will be evenly spread with minimal waste for consistent growth and quality.

•

Control at your fingertips. Hyperion fixtures can be dimmed using wired or wireless
solutions that either stand alone or integrate with the climate computer.
This allows energy costs to be managed, dependant on the amount of natural daylight
and time of day, so the plant only receives the light it needs.
As a bonus, the Hyperion LEDs are running even more efficiently when dimmed!
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The Hyperion Series

Light Emission

In detail

60° Focus

Products

120° Wide

Hyperion Pro

Hyperion Pro Max

up to 600w

up to 1200w

160° Ultra Wide

Technical specs
Hyperion Pro Max

Hyperion Pro
Project 1

Project 1

Optics

Operator MIDSTREAM LIGHTING LIMITED
Telephone +44 (0)207 584 8310
Fax
e-Mail info@midstreamlighting.com

09.05.2022

MIDSTREAM LIGHTING LIMITED
WESSEX HOUSE
1 CHESHAM STREET
LONDON, SW1X8ND, UNITED KINGDOM

Operator MIDSTREAM LIGHTING LIMITED
Telephone +44 (0)207 584 8310
Fax
e-Mail info@midstreamlighting.com

MIDSTREAM - Modus R1000 WR (5000K) / LDC (Polar)
Luminaire: MIDSTREAM - Modus R1000 WR (5000K)
Lamps: 1 x 1006B/CL4091/20-05L

PERFORMANCE

Project 1

09.05.2022

MIDSTREAM LIGHTING LIMITED
WESSEX HOUSE
1 CHESHAM STREET
LONDON, SW1X8ND, UNITED KINGDOM

09.05.2022

MIDSTREAM LIGHTING LIMITED
WESSEX HOUSE
1 CHESHAM STREET
LONDON, SW1X8ND, UNITED KINGDOM

/ LDC (Polar)
Luminaire:
Lamps: 1 x 0

PPF

Operator MIDSTREAM LIGHTING LIMITED
Telephone +44 (0)207 584 8310
Fax
e-Mail info@midstreamlighting.com

/ LDC (Polar)
Luminaire:
Lamps: 1 x 0

Power Absorption (adjustable)

Up to 4200 µmol/s

Up to 2100 µmol/s

Efficacy

Up to 3.5 µmol/j at Full Power
Up to 1200W

Up to 600W

LUMINAIRE BODY
Heatsinks

Anodized Extruded Aluminium 6060

Chassis and Mounting Hardware

Stainless Steel

Fixture Weight

5.5 Kg

9.8 kg

Dimensions (LxWxH mm)

545L x 136W x 100H mm

1069L x 136W x 100H mm

Dimensions (LxWxH mm)

250L x 135W x 46H mm

285L x 141W x 48.5H mm

Driver Weight

3.06Kg

REPLACEABLE REMOTE POWER SUPPLY UNIT

60° Focus

120° Wide

160° Ultra Wide

1m Cable - Optional Wieland Connector

Output to Fixture

1m Cable - Optional IP Rated Connector

ELECTRICAL
Voltage input

Page 1

Wide range of optics available including asymmetric emissions

Page 1

Page 1

Power Factor
Lifetime @25c Ambient Temperature

249-528 VAC 50-60 Hz
0 97
101.000 hrs

Surge Protection

Line to Earth 10kV; Line to Line 6kV

Insulation Class

IEC Class 1

IP Rating
Operating Temp

5

3.85Kg

Power Input

Find out more: midstreamlighting.com or call +44 (0) 207 584 8310

IP 67
-40°C up to +75°C
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Standard Spectra
In detail
Our luminaries offer a wide variety of spectra to fulfil most
typical requirements, however if you need to refine your perfect
blend we’re here to help. Get in touch with the team and we will
be able to create the perfect spectra for your needs.
We can deliver your bespoke light recipe offering a stable spectrum output and our
warranty covers spectrum deviations for 5 years.

Typical Spectra

400-490NM

SPECTRAL INTENSITY

A

Description

360

610

490-610NM

610-700NM

>700NM

4%

3%

91%

2%

5%

15%

78%

2%

4%

0%

96%

0%

9%

17%

68%

6%

10%

5%

83%

2%

B

SPECTRAL INTENSITY

WAVELENGTH (NM)

360

610

C

SPECTRAL INTENSITY

WAVELENGTH (NM)

360

610

D

SPECTRAL INTENSITY

WAVELENGTH (NM)

360

610

E

SPECTRAL INTENSITY

WAVELENGTH (NM)

360

610
WAVELENGTH (NM)
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Getting you to a solution that
works – for you
We take the consultative approach as we know one size doesn’t
fit all when it comes to your grow light needs and we truly
deliver a full turnkey solution, from day one.
•

•
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Lighting design – we get it right first time, every time: We provide expert
lighting design services right from the start of a project – free of charge. Even
if your requirements change as the project develops, we won’t charge you.
Installation – no hassle and no wasted time: To make sure your installation
goes smoothly, our expert engineers and supervisors can be with you from
start to finish. Our installation teams have years of experience across all our
sectors so whatever the installation needs, they’ll be able to support you at
every stage.

•

Maintenance and warranty – protecting your investment: The great thing
about LED lighting is it requires far less maintenance. It’s important though
that you protect your investment to maximize the life span and return on
investment. This is especially in true in the humid environments of horticulture.
So, our Flare Lighting Warranty lasts for 10 years!

•

Training and Education – getting your team up to speed: Our experienced
team is on hand to support you. Whether a partner, client, consultant or
engineer, we’ve got your back. We offer a range of training and educational
courses to support both our product and sector partners. From technical
training on our product range to installation guidance and beyond, we’ll be
there for you.

•

Advising and consulting – let us help you make the right choice: We’ve
got many years of in-depth experience across the lighting sector, and a very
experienced management and advisory team. So, we can support, advise and
consult at anytime. Whether for a completely new project or to look at existing
solutions, just let us know.

•

Financing – we can provide you with project financing solutions for your
lighting projects. Through our approved financing plans we can help you to
manage budgetary concerns and hurdles.

Quality and reliability – always
at the heart of what we do.
Our products are manufactured to the highest quality at sites in both the UK and Europe.
All metal parts are laser cut, bent and painted on-site. All finished products undergo endof-line testing before being packed and shipped.
We also have full component traceability across all our sites. We operate an audited ISO
9001, 14001 and 45001 Integrated Management System and continually monitor and
improve our processes. We’re also certified to ENEC (Europe) and UL (USA) requirements.
Plus, we’ve always passed any facility audits by independent certification bodies.
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For more information:
European HQ
Midstream Lighting
Wessex House, 1 Chesham Street,
London SW1X 8ND, United Kingdom
Telephone: +44 207 584 8310
Email: info@midstreamlighting.com
US HQ
Midstream Lighting
31 South Main
Suite 011
Dayton, Ohio 45402
Telephone: (937)249-6328
Email: info@midstreamlighting.com
midstreamlighting.com

